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Presentation key points 
• Big Picture: Bayesian estimation is a powerful way to integrate prior belief with 
continually accruing knowledge to get a better estimate of probability in real-
time. 
• Translational nature: Simple Bayesian estimation can be used as a check against 
more complex methods commonly used in probabilistic risk assessments.
• Space Health application: Any domain where probability of an outcome is 
evolving over time. 
• TRISH Factor: This method is surprisingly easy in that it requires almost no input 
data and simple calculations, but provides results comparable to more complex 
approaches.
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Apollo 8
• First lunar circumlunar space flight by 
a manned spacecraft, December 1968
• Crewed by Frank Borman, William 
Anders and Jim Lovell
• “Earthrise” photo, Christmas Eve 
reading from Book of Genesis
• Chris Kraft to Susan Borman: 50/50 
odds of success
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Apollo Program
• Record:
• Eight successes: Apollo 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 
16, 17
• One (successful) failure: Apollo 13
• Mission success in this context: Loss of 
Mission (LOM)
• Was Kraft wrong?
• What was the true probability of LOM 
during the Apollo program?
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Frequentist probability
• Assume binomial distribution:
MLE = (failures)/(trials)
P(LOM) = 1/9 = 0.111 or 11.1%
• Do we believe it?
• What about Kraft’s 50/50? Is this somehow useful information?
• If we use Bayesian methods to integrate the prior information 
provided by Kraft, P(LOM) = 1/3 = 0.333 or 33.3%
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Bayesian probability
• Allows us to estimate posterior probability using both our prior beliefs 
and the observed data
• Posterior = P(LOM)
• Likelihood = Prior belief of the probability
• Data = Spaceflight experience
• For the binomial distribution, Beta distribution is a convenient prior
• Formula for posterior:
(observed failures + prior failures)
(observed trials + prior trials)
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Apollo prior
• For the Apollo missions, 50% 
failure rate is our “Kraftian prior”
• But how sure are we about this 
estimate? Imagine we think this 
would hold over 12 missions: this 
means 6 failures, 6 successes for 
a prior of Beta(6,6)
• Not a strong prior, as shown by 
plot
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Beta(6,6)
Wide 
range of 
probable 
values
Posterior formula
(observed failures + prior failures)
(observed trials + prior trials)
(1+6)
(9+12) = 
7
21 = 0.333
95% CI = (0.11, 0.61)
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Space Shuttle
• We can use this same technique 
on space shuttle program – much 
more data
• Prior
• NASA estimate for LOCV prior to 
STS-1 was 1% or 0.01
• Certainty: 100 flights
• Prior = Beta(1,99)
• Updated posterior after each 
mission, or at milestones
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Beta(1,99)
Narrow range of probable values
Mission-by-mission
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• The longer we go without a failure, the lower we believe the probability of failure to be.
• Similarly, periodic failures make us believe the failure probability is higher, depending on how many 
successes between failures.
Updates at milestones
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Flight # Event Failures Successes
Start of program (prior) 1 99 1/100 = 0.010 (0.001, 0.052)
25 Challenger disaster 2 123 2/125 = 0.016 (0.002, 0.059)
113 Columbia disaster 3 210 3/213 = 0.014 (0.003, 0.043)
135 End of program 3 232 3/235 = 0.013 (0.001, 0.039)
Estimate 95% CI
• Recall our prior adds 1 failure and 99 successes to the tallies
• Estimate is for mean and 95% CI of Beta(Failures,Successes) distribution
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Blue = prior
Orange = after Challenger
Purple = after Columbia
Red = end of program
How does this compare?
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Flight # Event Bayesian Frequentist SPRA
Start of program (prior) 0.010 0.000 0.010
25 Challenger disaster 0.016 0.040 0.014
113 Columbia disaster 0.014 0.018 0.016
135 End of program 0.013 0.015 0.011
SPRA = Shuttle Probabilistic Risk Assessment
What does it all mean?
• Complex PRA is the best method and current gold standard, as it allows us 
to reflect changes (improvements) in individual spacecraft system risks 
over time.
• Yet, Bayesian methods – using simple inputs – allowed us to get estimates 
that are in line with high-complexity PRA.
• Here Bayesian estimation acts as a “gut check” on PRA (supposing a 
“reasonable” prior is used).
• Frequentist calculations can overestimate P(failure), especially when total 
number of trials are few (e.g., after Challenger).
 In general, Bayesian probability estimation can be used in any risk 
assessment situation to integrate what we think we know ahead of time 
with what we observe over time.
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